E t i n A r ca d i a e g o
The German thinker Walter Benjamin wrote that any product of fashion has something of a corpse: its object is a seasonal fruit, ephemeral, with an unavoidable expiry date. If a photographic image is an instantaneous statement of something that
will not exist the moment after, then fashion photography is exponentially the one
that provokes the highest degree of obsolescence, because it’s object is precisely assigned to be an immediate past. The peculiarity of David Armstrong’s images in the
context of fashion is his capacity to fix that apparently trivial quality: through an
enormous level of iconicity the model is frozen and fashion is also stuck becoming
a past that has something of a present continuous, switched into a time that has
something of an ideal. The advantage of his regard is his sensibility for a genre of
beauty that can be identified with adolescence but that is not always representing
a teenager body: it deals with the capacity of showing a fragile beauty, of the kind
that can be lost at any time. His photographs, by the effect of the light or by a gesture, reveal a will of transcendence. They reach an epiphanic condition: they seem
to capture a unique phenomenon that cannot be repeated again. That transcendent
disposition maintains an equivalent relation with the melancholic nature of the
photographic medium. But, as in a double negation, it’s in his fashion photography
where it’s revealed most clearly the difference with the real that his way of looking
imposes to the images: a possibility of redemption by beauty.
Any image taken from a model is a confrontation. Armstrong’s photographies
are portraits. His methodology goes through an intense level of attention: the process
seems to be slow, cautiously.The poses of the models reinforce the capacity of evocation; the way they look shows a deep introspection of the portrayed character. The
languid rhythm of the gestures is stressed by the softness of the light stemming from
the bodies. Its eroticism is transferred from the general atmosphere, from the compo-
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In his essay on photography, Camera Lucida, Roland Barthes laid down two
types of photographic images: those that have to do with desire and those that deal
with mourning. Psychoanalysis stated that the impulses dominating the psyche are
eroticism or death. The frozen beauty, the suspension of adolescence in the moment of its blossoming is, in these photographic images, an index of a mourning
unfolding. Benjamin wrote that: “Every fashion is filled with secret resistances to
love”(Footnote needed). All these pictures have something apotropaic, as monuments
erected to a desire that at the same time act as a defense against it: as the suspension
of the possibility to touch in an ideal desire.
The sensibility of the images opens the reading into an exercise of identification that is never with the model, unreachable, but with the look of the photographer. In a fleeting instant we recognise ourselves in that reciprocal look, that is
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